Isolation of functional polyclonal TsF from MRL-lpr spleens using monoclonal antibody absorbance.
We have previously described a monoclonal antibody, B16G, which has been found to be specific for T-cell derived suppressor factors (TsF). B16G has been shown to react with T-suppressor cells, TsF in the spleens of normal or tumor-bearing mice, the TsF produced by a tumor-specific T-cell hybridoma, and with polyclonal whole human TsF isolated from tonsilar tissue. This panreactivity inherent to the B16G MAb has made it clear that it recognizes some common, shared epitope of the TsF molecule. In this study we have used B16G as a probe to isolate TsF from the spleens of MRL-lpr mice and compare the activity with these factors isolated from the spleens of an MHC compatible nonautoimmune strain, CBA. We find that equivalent quantities of functional TsF are isolable from both strains and thus, it can be concluded that the associated oligoclonal B-cell activation characteristic of MRL-lpr mice is not due to a polyclonal T-suppressor cell deficit, nor to the ability of TsC in these mice to produce soluble, functional TsFs. The molecular and biochemical characteristics of these TsFs are discussed.